
NOTES TO TORNESS 1979 
-------------------------------------- 

 

00:00 Trying out the camera on trees in Brockwell Park 

 
00:26 CHAPTER ONE: DUNBAR 

Fishermen mending nets in the harbour, Dunbar town and a South of Scotland Electricity Board 

showroom exhibition about the proposed Torness nuclear power station. 
 

06:35 CHAPTER TWO: CAMPSITE 

and all the associated activities, games, education, exhibition, information, fun, music, nuclear fuel 
flask on a transporter 

 

17:39 CHAPTER THREE: OCCUPATION 

Albert Beale, intrepid Peace News reporter, runs ahead as the first wave march leaves the campsite 
heading for the reactor construction site. 

18:23 FIRST WAVE arriving at the reactor site as the straw bale ‘bridge’ over the fence is being built. 

22:40 On-site, planting shrubs etc. 
23:34 SECOND WAVE of marchers arrive at the reactor site. 25:04 SLANG* members wave 

26:27 Column of smoke, source unknown 27:09 Scenes at the inner compound 29:00 Dancing to 

music 
30:24 Pat Arrowsmith speaking to a man in a long overcoat [who I think was a local M.P.] 32:00 

SLANG* prepare their bivouac to spend the weekend on site. 

32:19 THIRD WAVE of marchers arrive at the reactor site 37:05 The flooded quarry [also at 45:56] 

39:06 Checking out the latest news coverage (pre-Twitter!) on the front page of The Scotsman. 
Building the cottage. 41:10 Worker’s hut with a message. 

42:25 Dancing. 42:44 Marching out of a gate singing. 43:05 The cottage has its roof 49:40 Last few 

stragglers on the site 50:08 Back at the SLANG tents at Whitesands 
 

50:57 CHAPTER FOUR: DESTRUCTION 

Occupiers march out of the main gate to applause. Dancing the Okey-Kokey. 

52:53 Workers in cars followed by huge earth movers enter the site. 
53:20 Protestor slogans are ripped angrily off the fence 

53:48 STOP TORNESS, NUCLEAR POWER KILLS and THINK OF KIDS slogans across the 

embankment all get bulldozed. NUCLEAR POWER KILLS gets converted to POWER KILLS! 
Destruction of cottage, trees and a windmill. 57:14 One tree gets rescued. 58:08 People leaving. 

 

58:36 CHAPTER FIVE: PEACE 
Chilling out under wall-to-wall sunshine with the Pancake People who made the best ever pancakes 

and stayed to the very, very end! 1:01:32 

 

END OF TORNESS FOOTAGE. 
 

CHAPTER SIX: NATURE 

52:00:00 Seacliff beach and 1:04:58 Tantallon castle 
 

CHAPTER SEVEN: WATER MILLS 

1:07:49 Tyninghame Mill (briefly, not working) 
1:08:16 Preston Mill & Phantassie Doocot (National Trust) with Bill Sandilands, curator, who worked 

there until its last days as a working flour mill in 1957 

1:13:40 Last film stock to be used up - trees in Brockwell Park once more. 

 
All footage 1979 apart from modern turbines at: 07:54, 16:14, 22:14, 34:03, 1:04:15 

 

CREDITS 



16mm B&W film footage by Peter Lennard [58:45] with transport for tripod and borrowed camera 
provided by a butchers bike with a wooden tea chest [59:52] sat on the front carrier, brought up to 

Scotland in the guards van of a train. Many thanks to… 

 • Rob Smith, Brixton, for the loan of his 16mm Bolex, with apologies for that utterly pointless 

one handed cycling shot at 1:07:23 when I nearly dropped it on the road 
 • London Film Makers’ Co-op who made developing and printing possible - eventually. 

 • Gail Pearce with her great evening class at the Strand Centre, Brixton, enabling the first 

transcription of the film to video. 
 • Robert Pettena for his brilliant transmogrification of a never-to-happen campaigning film 

into part of an art project in a village in Tuscany. 

 • South London Anti-Nuclear Group* and Consumers Against Nuclear Energy as fun 
campaigning companions 

In memory of always cheerful SLANG member Dick ‘Topsoil’ Tapsall [33:40 & 25:20 & 50:35] 


